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Heng Chong Electronic (Shen Zhen) Ltd.  
C-207, 1 Block 20 Area, En Shang Road, ShanTouJao, Shen Zhen City of China  

Tel: 852-3618-7808  3116-0137  Fax: 852-31114197 3007-8352  Tel: 86-755-25353546  
Websites:  www.ycec.com  www.ycec.net  Email:  ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk  

Respectable  
Director of Health  
Chen Hon-yee  
Dear Madam:  
 

Regarding the flu vaccine with harmful young people that subject, since 
on May 09, 2016, May 19, 2016, June 22,2016 with Aug. 15, 2016 I had 
four time facsimiled to you the outcome is: Not find the Ko Wing-man of 
Secretary for Food and Health still at TV to trick citizen to shot flu vaccine, 
until on the Sep. 18, 2016 as right of the Ko Wing-man only can see return 
TV about the shoot vaccine at school: “…all HK only had more twenty 
school to wish, but still to see have how many doctor too like! …”!  

As seen from the above, Ko Wing-man maybe guilt so talk frivolously 
but it seems to be compelled to come on the stage?! But in the end he is 
forced to represent the “government” state by he it only the key of question! 

But after four days on Sep. 23, 2016, then they fool means by flu vaccine to blocked after, and even more 
not any science normal of cervical carcinoma vaccine also take out trick for girls with female students to come on 
the stage…it as I said in the letter to director-general of the Family Planning Association of HK on Sep. 24, 2016, 
you still could to hold the “Community Care Fund” appear in public attempt to add the glamour of trick, so in the 
dark to control that for the “government-behalf” extraordinary means it just as expected!  

When above the letter to Family Planning Association also same time 
facsimile for “Community Care Fund” on Sep. 24, 2016 four days after, 
as right picture cut on TV of Sep. 28, 2016, the Law Chi-kwong of 
“Community Care Fund” at once announced to canceled the allowance 
for N-no (no relation to Government) all person, but why still to retain 
allowance for all girls with female students to shoot the cervical cancer 
vaccine that fool means? 

See the right picture, Law Chi-kwong the fierce looks to bristle with 
anger could to show, whether to cancel the N-no allowance for people with 
resist for the “government-behalf” then to inform who presently also can a 
quire to cut allowance for the cervical cancer vaccine？Whether this is true well wishes but I can not to known 
temporarily!  

But that come behind is on the Sep. 29-30, 2016 two days, to popularized the “measles vaccine” start to 
come on the stage on pm6-6:30 at TVB jade!  

But to avoid chasing and evidence by me, in the website of Department of Health that has not found the 
report, and not found at news.tvb.com too, after many times to tracing only by the TVB News an email to tell me 
to hide in the program album of TVB!  

 As top of right picture, from the relive old news by TVB on Sep. 
29, 2016 that already can to witness, since July of 1997year to return 
“host country” after, by trick to shoot the reinforce dose of measles 
vaccine for name but actually to fool all new generation of Hong Kong 
people that vicious palace means began!   

See the bottom right picture, from the relive old news by TVB on 
Sep. 30, 2016 that be bound to undoubtedly again as in the dark above 
the “government-behalf” to designedly mediate TVB not leading by 
Department of Health to privately publicize for cheat public, even more 
though the WHO just before ten days to announce “confirmed in HK 
already break off the measles virus in the HK local disseminate!”, due to 
the toxic unhelpful “flu vaccine” that real situation already to fail and 
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be exposed so difficult further employ in HK after, again take out more 
not any science normal of cervical cancer vaccine also self-know in the 
wrong position, so the palace murderous scheme of CP China in HK 
agent in later to suppose if to take out the Director of Health at 1997 of 
the Margaret Chan Fung Fu-chun this fool woman to TV that only can to lay 
murderous hands for speed up to fool all new generation of HK people! 

Lastly, than obscurantism vicious means in the end have no doubt 
from Ko Wing-man mouth who are the “government-behalf” it seems 
only he or TVB news department have the opportunity to know the about;  

Clearly, according to your Health Department website of the "measles, mumps and rubella vaccine" 
introduced is by "respiratory droplets" to Spreading “measles virus” that really so terrible it?  As follows:  

First,  from your official website for the “measles virus” infection symptoms of the description refers to the 
infect patient of the respiratory tract will first inflamed and cough, followed only can extending to the 
surface to lead to the skin erythematic and will include eye conjunctiva irritation too, the complications 
include otitis, pneumonia, bronchitis and encephalitis etc. that could be to ignore temporarily, namely 
on your official website has been establish that “measles” is the human body surface skin to 
contaminated spatters infection by bacterial rotting flesh undoubtedly!  

Second, is it possible that 19years or older adults them would not need to shoot “vaccine”?  Just because 
adults for the droplets of “measles virus” have natural immunity? And then, why your Department of 
Health can to publicized choose only for below 18age of young people must to shoot the measles 
vaccine on July-November of 1997？  Therefore,  you prepared to fool all new generation of 
Hong Kong people to lay murderous hands of feudal emperors fools vicious means first thus revealed 
surely in here! And the Chan Fung Fu-chun whether a fool woman or to be fully aware but who must 
to hold the office prefer to agent a murderer for all Hong Kong people?  Therefore, Margaret Chan 
Fung Fu-chun who must be a clear explanation too!  

Third, since the dawn of China history, the measles of many at chicken excrement with dog's droppings 
everywhere of sanitation not good just without family to look after, and habit to suck finger crawl at 
ground that child countryside only can to infect occur! But the sanitary conditions of Hong Kong 
undoubtedly not as this, so even can to self-love of adults will be infected that very rare, this 
condition in your Department of health files consequential as too, yes?  Also as this to shown, 
could it be said that all from kindergarten up to 18age young people still to stay at habit to suck finger 
with crawl on the ground that phase so must to accept your “measles vaccine”? If not as this, you’re 
Department of Health which should be self-defense of it!  

Seen from the above, if you again carried out the “measles vaccine” or “cervical cancer vaccine” to poison for 
next generation Hong Kong people that means shall more dirty shameless than the flu vaccine, you don’t bumptious 
to assume all that produce for Germany to have nothing with CP China, it would be make a glaring mistake!  

On account of the current two large Empire-Dynasty of East and West 
them “with fishing with pot” already, so all below 18age of American 
must to shoot “vaccine” total already to exceed 39 injection same the CP 
China, as in www.ycec.com/UN/160903.htm that in my email visible, 
American wife also to boil with rage: “My child my choice”! 

Therefore, we must be the first concern of our young generation is not 
again to designedly fools, if not, again give one hundred of “HK people 
ruling HK” also nuisance ghost with !  

Very pleased to see that at 6:40pm TV news of last night to shown that  
had a call for citizen not to shot the influenza vaccine of summer, although a small excuse to say because the 
vaccine already to be overdue half of one year, so I saw your Department and Ko Wing-man has to stand the 
starting point of results!  

But above mentioned began 97 years by three booster needles of “measles vaccine” only deliberate to fool 
that 1.2million of 1-18age young people of HK up today equal between 21-38years old already, no wonder I saw 
in the subway all the way to see, from the mostly to wear a sad face with retain a childish heart that eyesight let 
me to sense the evil consequences by designedly to shoot vaccine that ill effects so to be terror-stricken…;  
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No wonder in Hong Kong, ladies of marriageable age has passed already exceeded million as seen in the 
earlier reports, and there have to start an enterprise of young people rare too! More as at the 《Jinling Tower 
inscription》of China an ancient genius LIU Bo-wen to prediction, today in Hong Kong: “flourishing city, 
become a vast ocean; great mansions, become a mud hill also; ” and “creation alike to rob, insect ant too 
disaster.”  

If our young generation are mostly wise, not have the “HK people administering HK” that will also be nothing to 
fear, which is to placed front of us together can not shirk that grim history of responsibility!  

That is placed in front of the Department of Health is no longer being used by vaccine deliberate moron of our 
people of Hong Kong that have no any worries to make an issue of!  

At present, how to heal some occasional “measles” infection?  Or cause cervical cancer and other malignant 
diseases to stay away from? On the day before yesterday, I especially for this to called for you a telephone 
operator Miss Zhao, and to inform the great use of “saturated brine” in home the health hygiene:  

1. When the occasional as “measles” infected children whose respiratory tract inflammation to red and 
swelling that inevitably, but if only to pat the small buttocks and wait for to cry open mouth to see the 
small throat and then to spurt by the “saturated brine” if only one or two frequency of day for the 
throat, however, the irrigation scotch plastic bottle have 200ml can, but the spray nozzle must have 
two inches long and the gush-export no to exceed 30° radian for beneficial to near the respiratory tract 
of baby, and then, need not to be hospitalized, the red and swollen no find or gradually to fade in 2-3 
days can also be seen!  

On account of “measles” that is a half to occult blood and carrion germs of the same clan, 
however because unique permeability of saline maybe no way to abscond as the “measles” etc. germs, 
so any antibiotics or other now today those disinfectant to prove definitely inferior and no any a side 
effect!  

2.  The “saturated brine” still for a health care products to essential at home, once gynecological vulvae or 
male genital if have a little to infect itch or inflamed time that must at once to spurt, or clear-cut to sit a 
tray to soak about 5-10 minute only can to disappear completely for rare pathological changes to let 
include possible cervical carcinoma etc. to come to naught and maybe all the vaccine go to hell, so “the 
doctor for life go away from me!”!  

3. Third, since the “disease from the mouth” has early come to a conclusion since ancient times, and to 
see the www.ycec.com/page.htm, as on Oct., 16, 19 97, when I stand my this website time, here had a 
thesis of《On the influence of oral hygiene on the human life On the influence of oral hygiene on the 
human life》to urgent on the drafting of publishing ... , but now the medical profession only in the 
so-called “x expert or x branded elixir of in pay the vortex” spin as today’s vaccine shame, but few people 
to concerned about the mouth smelly fluid on every day of sleep after for liver detoxification function of 
the security key importance :  

That is on account of clean one's teeth also difficult thoroughly for mouth cavity, because after to 
sleep, in air those germs at once in to mouth cavity to breed poison that even if have not tooth old man 
the same can not to well out of well out of!  

Therefore, after waking up, those smelly liquid everyone cannot to deglutition, otherwise, it despite 
the short-term nothing but will start the trouble to liver detoxification function can’t to stop over, as this, 
the detoxify only for the liver that function to speed up to fail inevitably, so the life-span to shorten 
undoubtedly!  

And although the smelly oral liquid also has spit out after sleep, but entered the mouth again to the 
throat connecting the respiratory tract those germs with the breed toxins to have no way of doing by clean 
one's teeth without anybody not to know, this only is modern interpretation of “disease from the 
mouth” no remote antiquity to have a smattering of knowledge!  

As a result, “saturated brine” in here again can come to handy! In addition to the action of 
self-control is difficult old man or a small child must to assist by other people to spray, an ordinary 
people only must by (around 4ml) “saturated brine” or in about half of a soda pop bottle cover aim at 
the nasopharyngeal between throat to splash into that only can come to the best of disinfect effect, 
which only can to ensure the body that detoxify function no to fail after to hundred ill no to occur and 
then  could be to exceed hundred age for the highest state of doctor to removed from me!  
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Seen from the above, as long as your Department of Health stick application PFCO ³ wash lung for citizen to 
guard the life entrance at all hospital, still must to extensively teaching citizen to use the “saturated brine” to 
become a requirement health hygiene in home, and first must let all the vaccine go to hell, except, still must 
priority to let total 31 unit of mother-baby health hospital to teaching anyone new housewife with all old of 
nursing homes to skill comes from practice, in that case, all HK’s patient total to be hospital to reduce let the 
Health funds of HK government to be frugal upward 200 hundred million that is a trifle of case,  an average 
life span to surmount 120 age at Hong Kong not a question too!  Furthermore, it is still more to harmony with 
let any citizen can to Eugenics a new generation I had other invention to popularize maybe matter of course, as 
for this only can to let young people of HK to grow in no poison that environment only can ensure intelligence to 
stand above all the others only can to rebuild prosperous of Hong Kong!  

This is primarily our Health Department’s duty and the Ko Wing-man’s duty, also to hope the Law 
Chi-kwong of “Community Care Fund” to see this letter after immediately by a knife to cut so-called cervical 
carcinoma (GARDASIL 9) vaccine lest for anyone a joke!  Because this case much important to public, this letter 
facsimile to Chief Secretary for Administration with Chief Executive to see, if not clear welcome in all respects 
call for me at any time to discuss either by phone, fax or e-mail!  

Regards!  

October 07, 2016 pm 9:20                                              HKID D188015(3)   

Lin Zhen Man  

Facsimile to read for below:  
Chen Hon-yee of Director of Health                                     Tel: 2836 0077   Fax: 2836 0072  
Secretary for Food and Health (HWF/H/L/M/130 04)                        Tel: 2973-8119   Fax: 2521-0132  
Chief Executive of HK (L/M(2)to(1258)in CE/GEN/1997)                Tel: 2878-3300  Fax: 2509-0577 
Chief Secretary for Administration of HK                              Tel: 2810-2323  Fax: 2840-0569 
Law Chi-kwong of Community Care Fund                             Tel: 2835-1301  Fax: 2147-1326 
 

This Chinese letter could be downloaded at: www.ycec.com/HK/161007.pdf  
Main page: www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm  

This translated text at: www.ycec.com/HK/161007e.pdf  

The Fax-Record only by Chinese  

 
 
 


